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 Note This is not a tutorial on machine learning, but a guide to get you started. There are many resources available and this is not intended to be a comprehensive tutorial. # Deploy a new app Kaggle is designed to be an open platform, with a very large variety of competition types. You can start any type of competition, and once your competition is launched, you can start collecting data. The most
important piece of information to know when starting from a clean slate is that **public competitions** are very straightforward and start with no data sources, just an API key. ## Attach data sources To attach data sources, you need to go to the **Competition Dashboard** and click on the **Attach Data** link at the top right hand corner. You will be presented with a number of choices in this

form: In the next few steps, you will add a new data source to your competition. When you are ready, click on the **Add Data Source** button: You will then be able to select from a variety of different data sources, as shown in the following screenshot: As you can see from the preceding screenshot, Kaggle has a multitude of data sources and you can use any of them to create the competition you
would like. When a competition is launched, the data available to use is essentially unlimited. # Create an instance of your app After creating a competition, you can create an instance of your app and get it live. This is the moment you will want to create a unique URL to redirect your visitors to. In the next step, navigate to **Competitions** and click on the link to create a new competition. This is

where you can create your competition. You can create a new competition from scratch, or you can click on the **Competitions** tab in the top right corner, and search for a competition to clone. In the preceding screenshot, I searched for _Kaggle Create a Java app using Google Cloud Endpoints_, and found the competition I wanted to clone. The clone link is highlighted in the preceding screenshot,
and clicking on it will start the cloning process: After the cloning process, you will be presented with a screen that looks like this: At this point 82157476af
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